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Dissociative Disorders
• Disorders in which 

conscious 
awareness becomes 
separated 
(dissociated) from 
previous memories, 
thoughts and 
feelings.



Dissociation in the news

I’m not really running, I’m not really running…  (NYTimes, Dec 6, 2007)

“Without realizing what I was doing, I dissociated a few months ago, in 
the middle of a long, fast bike ride. I’d become so tired that I could 
not hold the pace going up hills. Then I hit upon a method — I focused 
only on the seat of the rider in front of me and did not look at the hill 
or what was to come. And I concentrated on my cadence, counting pedal 
strokes, thinking of nothing else. It worked. Now I know why. “

Dr. Bill Morgan, who has worked 
with hundreds of sub-elite 
marathon runners, said every one 
had a dissociation strategy. One 
wrote letters in his mind to 
everyone he knew. Another 
stared at his shadow. 



Dissociative Experiences in the General 
Population
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Some common examples:
➢ Driving past one’s  expressway exit
➢ Not hearing your name called by instructor
➢ 3-yr old having imaginary playmate

▪ Dissociation can serve as a psychological 
escape from an overwhelmingly stressful 
situation.

▪ A dissociative disorder refers to 
dysfunction and distress caused by 
chronic and severe dissociation.

Dissociative 
Disorders

Loss of memory with no known physical cause; 
inability to recall selected memories or any 
memories.  Semantic memory (facts) remains in tact.

“Running away” state; wandering away from one’s 
life, memory, and identity, with no memory of these

feeling detached or distant from one's own 
experience, body, or self. 

Dissociative 
Amnesia: 

Dissociative 
Fugue 

Forms:

Depersonalization 
Disorder

http://www.hulu.com/watch/335982




Dissociative Identity Disorder (D.I.D.) 
formerly “Multiple Personality Disorder”

In the rare actual cases of 
D.I.D., the personalities: 
▪ are distinct, and not 

present in consciousness 
at the same time.

▪ may or may not appear to 
be aware of each other.

• People with DID 
commonly have a history 
of childhood abuse or 
trauma.

• Usually one is central & 
guides interactions

• Called the ‘host’

• Other personalities 
are called ‘alters’

• Transitions from one 
identity to another are 
often triggered by 
stress.



Another look at Repression
• Trauma is tucked into 

unconscious

• Repression 
– NOT under 

voluntary control

– You can’t choose to 
repress

– Won’t know if you 
have done it

• We all do this, small 
scale

• DID- massive scale



Subpersonalities

• May be active – take charge of body
• May be observing – quiet observers

• May know of/ interact with each other or not
– Mutually amnestic

• None know about the others

– Mutually cognizant
• All know about the others

– One-way amnestic
• one knows of another but not the reverse
• Most common situation



When the Devil Knocks Documentary trailer –

Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID)



DID as portrayed in the film Primal Fear



D.I.D., or DID Not? 

Different personalities 
have involved:
▪ different brain wave 

patterns.
▪ different left-right 

handedness.
▪ different visual acuity 

and eye muscle balance 
patterns.

Patients with D.I.D. also 
show heightened activity in 
areas of the brain 
associated with managing 
and inhibiting traumatic 
memories.

Alternative Explanations 
for D.I.D.

▪ Could be a negative 
reinforcement for 
anxiety

▪ A therapist’s suggestion 
may lead to memories 
being “constructed” as a 
response to leading 
questions from the 
therapist. 

▪ D.I.D. in North America 
might be a recent 
cultural construction, 
similar to the idea of 
being possessed by evil 
spirits.

Evidence that D.I.D. is Real



Handwriting
Samples of
Sub-
personalities

•Different 
enough that 
handwriting 
experts believe
the samples are 
made by
separate people



Often called 
Schizophrenia…
why?
• Misinformed public
• The two disorders are 

profoundly different
– Schizophrenia – sufferers 

lose touch with the 
rational plane of reality –
enter impossible worlds

– DID – are always in the 
rational world, but as 
different people

Explaining fragmentation 
of personality from 
different perspectives
Psychoanalytic perspective:

diverting id
Cognitive perspective:

coping with abuse
Learning perspective:

dissociation pays
Social influence:

therapists encourage
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Dissociative Disorders
 Dissociative 

Identity Disorder
 There are separate, multiple 

personalities in the same 
individual 

 Dissociative 
Fugue

 The person moves away and 
assumes a new identity, with 
amnesia for the previous 
identity

 Dissociative 
Amnesia

 The person loses memory of 
important personal facts, 
including personal identity, for 
no apparent organic cause

 Depersonalization 
Disorder

 Frequent episodes in which 
individual feels detached from 
his or her mental state or body


